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Unleash the full 
potential of your data



DATA MANAGEMENT software brings your TEAM and your DATA 
together around a same PLATFORM

CONTROL your DATA
All team data is stored in a private cloud 
database and you control all access via 
user and group permissions

OFFLINE Sync
All data is available offline allowing you to 
work with or without an internet 
connection

COLLABORATE with your Team
Our real-time synchronization logic allows 
an efficient multi-user live collaboration

Highly CONFIGURABLE
Flexible data schema and user interface 
can integrate with different car 
architectures and team workflows

ANALYZE and REPORT :
• Multi-event graph
• Statistical analysis



SYNCING REAL-TIME DATA SYNCHRONIZATION for quick and easy collaborative 
work with cloud computing

Sync & Access your data from anywhere

Seamlessly syncing
Secure collaboration
Multi-user administration
Work offline Amazon

Private Cloud Server

TRACKSIDE

REMOTE 
LOCATIONSFACTORY

Team manager, engineers, tyre guys, 
gearbox technicians,…etc.



DATA SAFETY  

PRIVACY

Multi-user administration
Account Management website

STORE in a SAFE and SECURE private cloud database

SAFETY

100% private cloud
Database backup every 24h
30 days saved of backup data
AWS Cloud Security practices



MANAGEMENT

Prepare your next event

Build your run plan and set your setup baseline. Manage 
your tyre and brake sets. Organize your workflow for the up-
coming event.

Organize the work during an event

Create your setup sheets and set the run plan and runs for each 
session. Organize the work of your team with the job list and 
issue list. Follow your car running with the live run sheets.

ORGANIZE your data and get a full picture of your TEAM

Prepare your season

Create your championships, events and sessions to organize your 
season. Add cars, drivers, tracks and create all parts and 
specifications you need.



COLLABORATION

Define your own layout

Visualize relevant data for any level of 
responsibility in your organization and keep 
everyone on the same page (engineers, team 
manager, technicians, tyre guy, mechanics…)

GATHER your team and data around the same tool built for TEAMWORK

Live collaboration with your team

Our real-time syncing allows a seamless multi-
user collaboration. Define the user permissions 
to protect the flow of sensitive information.

Simplify key workflows

Empower your people to do their best work by 
editing together and sharing information. Assign 
tasks to your team members and follow the work 
done. 



SETUP SHEET

Display and compare your setups

Highlight the setup changes made during your session and 
compare any setup to each other. During the session, the live 
setup comparison allows to automatically compare the latest 
setups for each of your cars in your team.

Highly CONFIGURABLE setup sheets  

Export your setup parameters

Create your own export profile (Excel, XML,…) so that your 
setup can be used in any other software for simulation for 
example.

Customize your setup sheets

Create your own setup sheet design by using our layout and 
control toolbox. Add at any time new parts and parameters to 
get a fully customizable setup sheet.



RUN PLAN & 
RUN SHEET

PREPARE your session and populate your run sheets

Create the run sheets during the session

While the car is running, create the runs manually or use our 
live timing software to populate automatically the runs and 
laps. Share engineers and drivers' comments, update your 
issue list, manage tyres and fuel and update your setup.

Keep track of every important details

Engage the whole team to populate the run sheets with 
important information. Manage tyres, brake sets, parts and 
update issue and job list for the next session and the rest of the 
event.

Define your run plans

Create your run plan for each session and update your plan 
live to optimize your running time on track. Anticipate any 
variation (weather, track status,..) by creating several 
scenarios prior to any running.



ANALYSIS ANALYZE and REPORT  

Display your data quickly and easily 

Access to any data stored in the database and filter by event, 
car, session, driver, track… etc. Create a season summary of 
your car setup parameters, add custom math channels to be 
overlayed and display your metrics lap by lap.

Create statistical analysis

Use the pivot chart on event data and set some rules to better 
highlight important information.

Export your data 

Any data stored in your setup sheets and run sheets can be 
exported to excel or xml format using a custom profile.



HH Timing 
Integration

Get automatically LIVE TIMING and scoring data

Connect live on the current session

Our live timing software HH Timing allows to send timing data to 
HH Data Management.  

The following functions become automatic when the plugin is used:

• A new run sheet will be created for each outing with the correct 

start and end time

• Each lap will be created within the run sheet 

• The lap times and sector times will be entered
Server



HELP CENTER

help.hh-dm.com



CONTACT US

support@hh-dev.com

help.hhtiming.com
help.hh-dm.com


